
Please contact us at 800-456-3726, or at information@escousa.net.
Visit us at www.flairit.com, or www.escousa.net.

We are here to serve.

Flair-It Manifolds come in 8 to 36 port configurations. The 
PRO manifold is the only true 1” flow chamber, maximizing 
water output and pressure. Its modular design allows for 
quick-n-easy hook-ups with Flair-It EcoPoly swivel valves. 
The all plastic system uses no “O” rings, nothing to fail over 
time. Retail packaged.

Flair-It PRO Manifold 

PEXLock’s POP display fits in a small footprint, but 
returns big dividends. Each PEXLock color coded 
bag includes the fitting/valve (3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4” and 
1”) along with the PEXLock clamps, benefitting the 
consumer, eliminating repair guesswork. Re-seal-
able Bag includes instructions in Spanish, English 
and French, along with Bar-Code.

PEXLock Displays

PEXLock Plumbing Clamps

PEXLock is a hybrid polymer clamp approved for pota-
ble plumbing systems that installs with household pliers. 
PEXLock is removable with a screwdriver blade and 
reusable. A 25-year warranty when used with Flair-It 
EcoPoly insert fittings and valves. PEXLock works with 
PEX and Polyvinyl.

Flair-It has been selling engineered fittings and valves in North America for over 30 
years. Flair-It specializes in all plastic systems, reliable in harsh environments and 
standing the test of time, with no leaks. Flair-It prides itself on high quality prod-
ucts, backed with a 25-year warranty. The Flair-It fittings and valves, along with the 
original PEX A pipe, FLEXPEX, is all backed in distributor warehouses throughout 
North America. We make plumbing simple; it doesn’t have to be Rocket Science.

About Flair-It

Flair-It White Compression fittings and valves are 
tried-and-true, never imitated originals. Flair-It fittings are 
still the only ID sealing compression fittings on the market 
that works with PEX, PERT, Polyvinyl and Polybutylene 
(gray pipe). Proven 30 years in the field. #1 recommended 
by dealers. No tool installs, simply tighten the nut.

Flair-It White Compression Fitting


